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160 Old King Creek Rd, King Creek

"Stratheden" - timeless and elegant custom-built home
with mountain and forest outlook
Completed in 2013 by a local custom home builder, "Stratheden" takes
advantage of its sought after elevated position with its expansive outlook
to Bago Mountain and surrounding forests.
Set on a manicured 6307m2 (1.55 acres), the timeless architectural
design features generous dimensions and quality fixtures and finishes
throughout which are hallmarks of this 462m2 home.
The floorplan offers five bedrooms, three bathrooms, study, media room
and several informal and formal living and dining areas.
An undoubted highlight of the home is the main living and dining zone
with the high end kitchen complete with granite benchtops, American
Oak cabinetry, 900mm oven and gas stovetop and adjoining butler's
pantry.
Nine foot ceilings, quality flooring and extra height doors promote a
sense of space and light throughout and year round comfort is assured
with zoned and ducted heating and cooling, three gas outlets and a builtin fireplace.
The primary bedroom offers an indulgent space with a walk-around
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rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
All the other bedrooms are well proportioned with built-in wardrobes and
serviced by two as-new sparkling bathrooms.
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Type
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SOLD for $1,600,000
residential
519
6,307 m2
462 m2
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